The aim of this article is to verify a fundamental property of what we call "generic monoideal" associated with a defining ideal of an algebraic scheme.
matter of fact, by examining the stronger property ("strongly monotonous", Def. 2. 1) we see clearly how the characteristic of K affects such a property. From our theorem, we can deduce not only what Hironaka wanted but also a complete (and simple) characterization of £(/) in the case of char = 0 and n = 2, just as expected by Horikawa. We do not yet have any complete (and hopefully simple) characterization of those monoideals that are realized as E(I). Clearly E(I) has more complicated structure in the case of 7i^>3 and hence should represent some interesting invariants of the ideal 7.
Supplement to Introduction, by Heisuke Hironaka
I would like to add to the introduction, some comments that might help the readers to better understand the motivation of Mr. Urabe's work.
Recently I found that my proof of the monotonous property of E(I) was incomplete and not easy to modify for completion. Thus the claim of Remark 5. 4 of [1] has been left unproved until this work of Mr. Urabe. This contains some ingenious calculative technique which is interesting by itself and should be useful for further characterization of the structure of 2£(7) in general. § 1. Preliminaries Notation and definition 1. I. We fix a field K with the characteistic chK=p, let Z 0 denote the additive semi-group of non-negative integers, and let z always denote n variables z= (z l9 •••,£ n )> anc^ f°r -1
=1
In the set ZQ the lexicographical order ^> is defined as follows:
there exists an integer k such that ai = bi for i This E(z; 7) depends on the coordinate system but we can define a similar notion which is independent of the choice of the coordinate system.
Let R be a domain containing K such that R and K\_z] are algebraically independent over K, and let u= (u fj ) be an nX ^-matrix with entries in R and with det (wy) =^=0. We define are also algebraically independent over K, and let Q, Q' be respectively the quotient field of R, R' . Then it is easy to see that Therefore we may assume R = K(u). 
. A Characteristic Property of E(I}
The objective of this section is to prove the following Theorem 2. 2 which, in particular, implies that E(I) is monotonous in the sense of Hironaka. Although this monotonous property was claimed (without any proof) in Remark 5. 4 of [1] , it was later pointed out by Hironaka himself that his original proof "was incomplete and no complete proof was yet found. Thus this work justifies Hironaka's claim and fills the gap in [1] . Hironaka defines E to be monotonous if the same property holds for 5 = r + l and h = a s . Obviously, a strongly monotonous E is monotonous.
Theorem 2.2. For every homogeneous ideal I in K\_z\=K\_z• •-,£"], the generic monoideal E(I) is strongly monotonous -with respect to chK.
The proof is devided into several lemmas. We first set some special notations to be used in the proof. Thus the answer to Horikawa's question is negative when chK^>0
or ;z^>3, where we exclude the trivial case n -\.
